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Remakery Vision
1. Engage people who would not usually be interested
How does reaching out get to these people?
2. Away fromincineration
How can Remakery influence that?
3. Research for household- wide demographic
How broken is your house?
4. E waste
There are enterprises that specialise- how could more be created?
5. How do employability and waste come together?
Edinburgh College? Apprenticeships? City and Guilds??
6. Narative sharing- that links up with job creation
7. Stickers on bins- communication
Pilot – letting people know what facilities are out there
8. Linking up resources, Changeworks and Remakery
Creating platforms?
9. Could the Bio-economy etc be interlinked with reuse e.g. using new materials to
connect with the goal . its not about for crafts
But up cycling is not the primary goal?
10. Links with organisations
(Warp it ) Could this get more worth this way ? this would mean that more people
knew about it Edinburgh warp it
> NHS Lothian
CONTACT
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Remakery Challenges
If people don’t have knowledge and skills > this needs to be built on >mentors ?
Volunteering / ideas of a viable business ( social enterprise )
eg creating jobs> as a mutual benefit
What if people can’t volunteer?
Recycling in Edinburgh; How does the council get how many they educate & engage
>that their schemes may not have input meanings behind t > are their graphics
clear?
Benefits too from challenging Political message - Zero waste is across party
agreement > how can this be exploited?
There are no reuse targets- hard to measure something that there is nothing to
compare against- hard without a standardised system.
How do you make remaking mainstream ?
Powerful Mcleithy?? eg I&ZA example ??
STIGMA AROUND SHOPPING SECOND HAND
Challenge of class and status
If it was encouraging council & education it would be to do the research prior and
create material so that it can be? enacted?
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SHUB Vision
Reduce food waste/ redistribute so used by someone (students – food banks and all
between)
Swap shop – all ‘stuff’ reused
Work with WARP-IT, closer collaboration with Remade Edinburgh, longer term
contracts certainly
Possibility of replicating swop shop in other towns / parts of Edinburgh
Lifestyle change? can people do well with less stuff altogether?
Accessible to general public
SHRUB Challenges
Food share – health and safety regulations
Buy less – changing consumption behaviour
Finding partners – transport / storage etc
Skills to make things reusable
Expanding to wider communities
Engaging with others doing similar things – unique v. finding niche
Changing attitudes and lifestyles
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Soils and Growing Food Vision
Soil that can support us
More market gardens, greenhouses heated by distilleries etc
20% of each farm green houses
BREXIT OPPORTUNITY
Increasing the nutritional quality of food
Improving food security > land reform
Becoming more self sufficient ( esp food )
Challenges
Human nature
Producing less/ consuming less
Nutrient loss – either in soil and in the atmosphere
Pasture – grazing – understanding
Market driven agriculture
Brexit opportunities
Agriculture challenge because of farming without good condition

